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The Three Of Us
Streetlight Manifesto

I spent about two months figuring out the lyrics and tabs to this song since it
was put 
up online from Warped Tour.
Hopefully this will help you, if you re looking for tabs or just for the lyrics.

If you need to contact me you may email me at: shadowcross1@gmail.com

Song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfbyp4BmMPo (Listen to this to get the
strumming)

Intro:
F#m   A                 E                     Bm
I will never defend the lies that they tell to us on a Sunday morning.
F#m   A            E
I will never pretend

Interlude:
F#m A E Bm

F#m A E

After you hit that E chord do this rift, it follows along with the bass and
horns:

e|---------------------|
B|---------------------|
G|---------------------|
D|---------------------|
A|-----2--4--2---------|
E|2--4---------4--2--0-|

F#m A (x2)

E F#m (x2)

Bm E F#m A (5th fret) Bm E F#m (x2)

Here you need to take off your index finger while barring the F#m. It should
look like:

e|-2--0---------------|
B|-2--0---------------|
G|-2--0---------------|
D|-4--4---------------|
A|-4--4---------------|
E|-2--0---------------|



Once you can do that just take your finger off in time with the song and follow
the chords:

F#m A E

Verse:

F#m
And there were the three of us
A
The thief, the king, and I
E                                     Bm
The loss went all around our heads on a starry starry night.
F#m                   A
Nobody mentioned that they d never seen the breeze
E                              Bm
And everyone will die alone and that s okay with me

Bridge:

F#m
I believe in the non-believers.
A (5th fret)
I never thought I d have to live a lie.
Bm                    D (5th fret)
No one will ever know, please your highness let them, let them go!

F#m
Oh my god
A (5th fret)
Its all my fault
Bm             D (5th fret)
Its all my fault

E (7th fret)

F#m   A                 E                     Bm
I will never defend the lies that they tell to us on a Sunday morning.
F#m   A            E
I will never pretend

F#m   A                 E                     Bm
I will never defend the lies that they tell to us on a Sunday morning.
F#m   A            E
I will never pretend


